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PART 1: INTELLECTUAL

AN EXPLORATION of IDEAS



God = 

From talk on intellectual humility, Wayne Teasdale 
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The problem: God is ‘up there’ and we are ‘down here.’  The Divine Indwelling got lost.
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God transcendent, God immanent, God indwelling and the Upanishads.
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…that they may all be one, just as you, Father, are in me, and I in you, that they also may be in us…



WHAT ARE WE 
HERE FOR?

World 48

World 24

We serve a purpose – connecting these worlds and manifesting (evolving) love & consciousness       MooT V,X

Eros/Agape - Chapter 7



If we are to develop beyond the point to which physical 

evolution has naturally brought us, the work must be 

consciously done. 

Out of reason and thought, we must arise to conscious 

awareness.  

Out of our emotionally diverse and unstable wishes and 

reactions, we must develop will or continuous conscious effort. 

Out of our instinctive personality we must develop a real 

individuality.

THE JOURNEY



God = 
A BRIEF 
REMINDER

…and nothing that I’m saying is [absolutely] true.
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THE WORLD OF

WILL

“The mind can be told about the possibility of 

transformation.  If we can learn how to use this madcap 

apparatus of ours, something productive can come out of 

it.” (J.G.Bennett, Deeper Man, p.63)

Possibility: Migration from thoughts that are triggered, associative, 

programmed and reactive to thoughts held and directed by the will.

The terror of the situation
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DEVELOPING

SINGLENESS OF WILL

From today’s email…

• Observe our thoughts and speech (know thyself)

• Work against negative speech

• Focus directed attention

• Work against daydreaming / imagination

• Set daily aims

Share your Work with your Work Partner, Journey Group members, 

or the class next week.  Evolve knowledge to being.

Whenever we find ourselves in our thought aware 

of the idea of Work, we should make a corresponding 

effort to practice what might otherwise remain only a 

possibility in out thinking. (Ibid)


